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ABSTRACT
Malang City has 77,778 MSEs and 141,906 workers in various business sectors, one of which is a Handicraft. Micro and small enterprises in this city are known to have good and quality products, but there are still many of these MSEs who still have to struggle in designing their products. The existing problem is that there has not been handicraft product design special for micro and small enterprises in Malang Tourism. The method used in this study was focus group discussion activity which was done with the handicrafters of Malang handicrafters association. The research has produced the handicraft product design for MSE in this city. The designs are the use of the word Malang on the product; use of the picture of the town's monument; picture of lion's head and lotus as symbol of the town; beautiful shape; unique and dynamic impression; functional aspect of the product; easy to carry; at light.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Malang tourism, society respects each other and they are open for new things. This also happens in the development of handicrafts in the town with the developing design. The business doers of micro and small industry (MSEs) also respect the difference in the designs of handicrafts and they are open to new designs. Therefore, this study is important to do to bring the city symbol such as lotus, lion, and town monument as the motif handicraft design for the MSEs.

1.1. The Product of Wooden Craft in Malang Nowadays
Nowadays, the field of design and home accessories production and wooden handicraft products in Malang does not have something special. This is because the design of the wooden product is still too common and that is why the handicrafters produce the crafts with almost similar motifs. As the example are the wooden crafts...